In this article we i n vestigate the dual-shattering cardinal H, the dualsplitting cardinal S and the dual-reaping cardinal R, which are dualizations of the well-known cardinals h the shattering cardinal, also known as the distributivity n umber of P!= n, s the splitting number and r the reaping number. Using some properties of the ideal J of nowhere dual-Ramsey sets, which is an ideal over the set of partitions of !, we show that addJ = covJ = H. With this result we can show that H ! 1 is consistent with ZFC and as a corollary we get the relative consistency of H t, where t is the tower number. Concerning S we show that covM S where M is the ideal of the meager sets. For the dualreaping cardinal R we get p R r where p is the pseudo-intersection number and for a modi ed dual-reaping numberR If domX = !, then X is called a partition. f!g is the partition such that each block is a singleton and ff!gg is the partition containing only one block. The set of all partitions containing in nitely resp. nitely many blocks is denoted by ! ! resp. ! ! . By ! ! we denote the set of all in nite partitions such that at least one block is in nite. The set of all partial partitions with domX 2 ! is denoted by I I N. Let X 1 ; X 2 betwo partial partitions. We say that X 1 is coarser than X 2 , or that X 2 is ner than X 1 , and write X 1 v X 2 if for all blocks b 2 X 1 the set b domX 2 is the union of some sets b i domX 1 , where each b i is a block o f X 2 . Note that if X 1 is coarser than X 2 , then X 1 is in a natural way also contained in X 2 . Let X 1 u X 2 denotes the nest partial partition which is coarser than X 1 and X 2 such that domX 1 u X 2 = domX 1 domX 2 . Similarly X 1 t X 2 denotes the coarsest partial partition which is ner than X 1 and X 2 such that domX 1 t X 2 = domX 1 domX 2 .
H ! 1 is consistent with ZFC and as a corollary we get the relative consistency of H t, where t is the tower number. Concerning S we show that covM S where M is the ideal of the meager sets. For the dualreaping cardinal R we get p R r where p is the pseudo-intersection number and for a modi ed dual-reaping numberR If domX = !, then X is called a partition. f!g is the partition such that each block is a singleton and ff!gg is the partition containing only one block. The set of all partitions containing in nitely resp. nitely many blocks is denoted by ! ! resp. ! ! . By ! ! we denote the set of all in nite partitions such that at least one block is in nite. The set of all partial partitions with domX 2 ! is denoted by I I N.
Let X 1 ; X 2 betwo partial partitions. We say that X 1 is coarser than X 2 , or that X 2 is ner than X 1 , and write X 1 v X 2 if for all blocks b 2 X 1 the set b domX 2 is the union of some sets b i domX 1 , where each b i is a block o f X 2 . Note that if X 1 is coarser than X 2 , then X 1 is in a natural way also contained in X 2 . Let X 1 u X 2 denotes the nest partial partition which is coarser than X 1 and X 2 such that domX 1 u X 2 = domX 1 domX 2 . Similarly X 1 t X 2 denotes the coarsest partial partition which is ner than X 1 and X 2 such that domX 1 t X 2 = domX 1 domX 2 .
If f is a nite subset of !, then ffg is a partial partition with domffg = f. For two partial partitions X 1 and X 2 we write X 1 v X 2 if there is a nite set f domX 1 such that X 1 u f fg v X 2 and say that X 1 is coarser than X 2 . If X 1 v X 2 and X 2 v X 1 then we write X 1 = X 2 . If X = f!g, then X is called trivial.
Let X 1 ; X 2 betwo partial partitions. If each block o f X 1 can be written as the intersection of a block o f X 2 with domX 1 , then we write X 1 X 2 . Note that X 1 X 2 implies domX 1 domX 2 . We de ne a topology on the set of partitions as follows. Let Two cardinals related to the ideal of nowhere dual-Ramsey sets Let C ! ! beaset of partitions, then we say that C has the dual-Ramsey property or that C is dual-Ramsey, if there is a partition X 2 ! ! such that X ! C or X ! C = ;. If the latter case holds, we also say that C is dual-Ramsey . If for each dual Ellentuck neighborhoods;Y ! there is an X 2 s;Y ! such that s;X ! C or s;X ! C = ;, we call C completely dual-Ramsey. If for each dual Ellentuck neighborhood the latter case holds, we say that C is nowhere dual-Ramsey.
REMARK 1: In CS it is proved, that a set is completely dual-Ramsey if and only if it has the Baire property and it is nowhere dual-Ramsey if and only if it is meager with respect to the dual Ellentuck topology. From this it follows, that a set is nowhere dual-Ramsey if and only if the complement contains a dense and open subset with respect to the dual Ellentuck topology.
Let J be set of partitions which are completely dual-Ramsey . The set J P! ! is an ideal which is not prime. A family U is called a -base for a free ultra-lter F over ! provided for every x 2 F there exists u 2 U such that u x. De ne u := minfjUj : U ! ! is a -base for a free ultra-lter over !g:
In BS it is proved, that u = r see also Va for more results concerning r. Now w e can give an upper and a lower bound for the size of wS.
THEOREM 3.7 wS r. PROOF: We will show that wS u. Let U := fu 2 ! ! : ug bea -basis for a free ultra-lter F over !. W.l.o.g. we may assume, that all the u 2 U are co-in nite. Let U = fY u 2 ! ! : u 2 U^Y u = fu i : u i = u _ u i = fnĝ n 6 2 ugg. Now we take an arbitrary X = fb i : i 2 !g 2 ! ! and de ne for every u 2 U the sets I u := fi : b i u 6 = ;g and J u := fj : b j u = ;g. It is
clear that I u J u = ! for every u. If each block o f b i is nite, then we are always in this case.
If we nd an x 2 F such that jI x j ! and therefore jJ x j = !, then we nd an x 0 x, such that jI x j = 1 and for this i 2 I x , jb i n x 0 j = !. This is because F is a free ultra-lter. Now take a u 2 U such that u x 0 and we are in the former case for X . Therefore, Y u splits X .
If we nd an x 2 F such that jJ x j ! and therefore jI x j = !, let In b e a n enumeration of I x and de ne y := x S k2! b I2k . Then y x and jx n yj = !. Hence, either y or ! n y is a superset of some u 2 U. But LEMMA 4.4 If c 2 ! ! is a Cohen real over V , then C := fc ,1 n : n 2 !g 2 ! ! V c and 8X 2 ! ! V :X = f!g ! C?X. PROOF: We will consider the Cohen-conditions as nite sequences of natural numbers, s = fsi : i n !g. Let X = fb i : i 2 !g 2 V bean arbitrary, non-trivial in nite partition. The set D n;m of Cohen-conditions s, such that i jfi : si = 0 gj n, ii 9k n 9isi = k, iii 9a n 2 b n 9a m 2 b m 9l9a 1 ; a 2 2 b l sa n = sa 1 ^sa m = sa 2 , is a dense set for each n; m 2 !. Now, because X was arbitrary, the in nite partition C is orthogonal to each in nite partition which is in V . Note that because of i, C 2 ! ! . A family F ! ! resp. F ! ! is a maximal anti-chain in ! ! resp. ! ! , if F is a maximal in nite family of pairwise orthogonal partitions. Let A resp. A 0 bethe least cardinality o f a maximal anti-chain in ! ! resp. ! ! .
Note that the corresponding cardinal for in nite subsets of ! would beequal to !. 
